
Question: Tell us about yourselves



Question: Tell us about The Sun Does Shine

Excellent, it was lively and 

all my family enjoyed it

I loved it, it's a great piece and it 

was very moving to perform.

It was a powerful piece, stunning 

soloists, and it was lovely to be part 

of its performance

It was fantastic. It tackled the difficult and important issues 

of racism and the “justice” system, including the iniquitous 

death penalty still practised in several states of the USA (as 

well as, of course, other countries around the world that 

don’t promote themselves as models of democracy and 

freedom). And at the same time it was an amazing and 

uplifting experience both for those of us taking part and for 

the audience – my 3 friends who came were all ecstatic in 

their enthusiasm! And of course Wills was wonderful, so was 

Christina – in fact everybody! And great thanks of course to 

Harvey and Justine for creating such a powerful and moving 

work. I did wonder though whether some black members of 

the choir found it too painful to sing e.g. "let's have a good 

old-fashioned lynching" - I found that pretty difficult myself, 

but realised it was a necessary part of the story.

It was an amazing experience, being able to be part of the whole 

process of the piece being composed by Harvey, learning it with the 

choir, taking part in the project with the Prison Reform Trust- it all 

gave a much wider and deeper experience of something really 

significant and valuable. I felt stretched beyond my expected 

capacity in learning the piece at first but it increased my confidence 

doing the rehearsals week by week. I always find the people at Vox 

friendly, encouraging and there's a big "energy" and positivity in the 

gathering of people. I also went from knowing pretty much nothing 

about prisons, the death sentence and Death Row to feeling much 

more informed and appreciated being part of the letter writing 

project. It always feels a tremendous privilege to be learning from 

singers/ performers like Christina , Harvey and Wills and how they 

can push us to the right degree and at the same time encourage and 

inspire us. It seems like a pretty unique combination. Being able to 

rehears with musicians of such excellent calibre is also a big "plus", 

and the whole build up over the weekend of the concert and the 

concert itself was something I'll always remember. A lot of emotion 

and sense of achievement and togetherness. I really appreciate the 

people who do loads behind the scenes week by week to make 

things run smoothly for the group. I feel like I've made new friends 

and met some lovely people.

Overall it was terrific - great 

soloists, great band, choir mostly 

on top of it

Wonderful, loved it –

Rehearsing with Christina and 

Wills was thrilling

One of the most moving and powerful works we have done -

also incredibly ambitious. But it was handled so sensitively that 

even the ugliest scenes felt ok. Doing it in collaboration with 

people working on prison reform in the States and here gave it 

the purpose and integrity that made it all make sense. The 

soloists, esp Wills and Christina, and the band were incredible 

and lifted the whole performance. The men who took on 

various prisoner identities were brilliant, as were the 'voices 

off'. It sounded really authentic.

Wonderful music and superb lyrics & text - a moving, elegiac, uplifting event that 

even managed to be lighthearted at times despite the horrendous subject matter. 

And what a brilliant performance from Wills. Such a splendid piece really deserves 

to be performed in mainstream venues. I loved every minute of it, including the 

labour of learning it all by ear !

Fantastic achievement 

by Harvey that I felt 

honoured to be very 

small part of. Top 

writing, music, soloists, 

actors and band - and 

Vox did pretty well too. 

Friends said Wills WAS 

ARH by the end.

It was an amzing experience - to 

learn a piece so quickly and and

for all the wonderful 

professional input

Excellent. It really came 

together on the night. Wills 

was outstanding`

I felt priveliged to be 

telling this story through 

music and proud of the 

way we managed to 

convey its sentiments.

I felt proud to be telling this story 

through music

I absolutely loved performing this piece! It was such a strong topic and a 

very powerful story. And we could see how it resonated with so many 

people in the audience by looking at the feedback we received after the 

show and the immediate reaction at the end of the show. One of my 

friends who came to hear us sing would have loved to take a CD or video 

of the show home so it would be an idea to record this piece one day 

and offer it for sale

Very moving piece but its about half 

an hour too long i'm afraid. So 

trimming would be beneficial!

I thought it was great. Audience feedback was it was very 

moving, very powerful, but the first half was a bit long, too 

much on his background (I don't totally agree!)

I thought it was great. 

Audience feedback was 

it was very moving, very 

powerful, but the first 

half was a bit long, too 

much on his 

background (I don't 

totally agree!)

a wonderful important story 

tho' not directly linked to the UK

The best ever

brilliant prefer the room 

arrangement

Loved singing this and 

learning about the 

American penal system

Fabulous

I thought it was great. Really moving 

and use of different genres of music 

to depict emotions worked really 

well.

Absolutely immense.. 

Possibly the best thing that 

we've ever done.

The amount of rehearsal 

did not match the level 

of SSN ambition

Really powerful - enjoyable 

performance

I thought it was brilliant but I 

dropped out of singing it due 

to the commitment involved 

in a short time, It did not 

work for me with childcare 

and work responsibilities to 

try and do that much 

between rehearsals.
Loved learning this, wish 

I'd learned more 'off 

copy', feel I sing better 

when I know the words. 

Being part of the concert 

was fabulous (even if I 

got Covid). Vocal warm 

ups, proper ones, would 

be more useful than the 

[humourous] physical 

ones.

Amazing, compelling, powerful,

As a musical piece I was worried initially that this was a 

piece for soloists with the choir providing some backing. But 

actually as the piece emerged it became clear that Harvey 

has created an amazingly integrated piece. It relies heavily 

on Wills and his embodiment of the part but the 

performance was a triumph - I was proud to be part of it

Brilliant, highly 

enjoyable.

3 key ideas from your replies

• You thought TSDS was pretty wonderful

• Some of the content was unsettling but important

• It was very demanding

Anything you want to add?



Question: What would you change?

Could we collaborate with a gospel choir or 

similar - take the Freedom Song approach?

Bit shorter

It would be a shame to lose any of it, but it is probably a bit long. It 

is an intense experience for performers and audience alike! I am not 

sure how clear the story actually is for the audience to follow -

some kind of visual representation of the passing of time would be 

good

Could it be slightly shorter? Also, I 

worried that there were a few key 

points where I thought audience 

members could miss parts of the plot, 

eg the baseball scene. But soloists 

were amp’ed so I guess it worked. You 

could ask some people?

Some more sectional rehearsals 

on the trickier bits. I think finding 

the starting notes for some parts 

was still challenging us! once we 

got going it was better.

I’m not sure the new layout for the 

choir was 100% successful; some 

poor sight lines for the audience; 

also, I missed not seeing Wills - he 

was hidden by the pillar - and 

couldn’t always hear the soloists on 

the other side…

Another 3 or 4 rehearsals might have made a big difference to the 

quality and crispness of the choir's singing. It was hard to hear the 

words at times. Maybe we need some training in diction and 

speaking in unison. More focus on the dramatic aspects of this 

performance might have been useful. Some people threw 

themselves into the role and that made a huge difference. Despite 

promising not to use the scores at key moments, too many people 

had their noses in their books!

The band could be a 

bit quieter so the 

choir is not drowned 

out by them, 

especially those cow 

bells!

Small things.. Wonder whether the early baseball game song is clear enough what it's 

about - does it need a bit more intro to explain what the context is and what the 

'cracks' are all about? Think the cheering 'Hintons' seguing to 'Migton' etc is a bit vague 

- feel the racial nastiness implied then could be a bit more explicit? The intoned dates 

are a central part of the story - could a spoken voice-over emphasise the dates as they 

might be a bit lost as sung? The ending seems quite abrupt. Could a voice-over then 

briefly fill in the rest of the amazing following story of ARH and Bryan - or Wills tell it? 

And then after that would love to do a big ending with a longer reprise version of Fly to 

send everyone off with a great tune in their heads! Could it be semi staged in another 

venue with ARH and others walking around a bit more and addressing each other as 

appropriate - bit more acting. Also - tiny thing - would be good if the Death Row banter 

was written more. When ad libbed got a bit lost with speaking over.

I think that's a hard ask 

as it was pretty special

Get Wills to do the role again. Perhaps help 

the audience with the storyline eg visuals in 

programme or up front that give the timeline 

and explain eg Ray's skill in imagination etc

I think that the individual 

voices could be more 

audible and in some 

cases forceful

Hard to say,musically that's Harvey's province but I 

would like to hear the individual voices more clearly 

and less rush the voices individual voices from the choir 

to be clearer,more forceful,not rushed

Of course, it would be absolutely 

amazing to do this on a proper stage. 

Maybe with props and different 

backgrounds/settings. But I know that 

this is difficult to do because we'd 

need to find a theatre that would 

have us (and that we can afford). 

West End anyone?

Shorten the first half a 

bit?

Possibly in the staging depending on where 

we are performing

A bigger 

venue

We could 

probably 

improve our 

diction, 

otherwise I 

thought the 

whole 

performance 

was amazing

I would prefer the whole choir to have more singing. 

What the chamber choir sang did not seem more 

challenging than the rest of the work. I'm not really in 

agreement with how the chamber choir is used. I think 

having it is fine if more money for Harvey et al is needed 

but it should do it's own concerts, not encroach on the 

main choir and what we get to sing. I have thought this in 

previous concerts too

Make it a stage 

show in the round
Rehearse longer, so that we 

are able to sing more of it 

without scores

Set up - avoid pillars so everyone can see 

harvey. Tiered staging

More microphones for 

choir

Learning more of it by heart. Was our diction clear 

enough? hard to tell

Perform in a bigger venue so 

more people can see i

3 key ideas from your replies

• A bit more rehearsal would help, especially for learning by 

heart

• It’s a bit long

• Can we do it on a bigger stage?

Anything you want to add?



Happy to rely on Harvey and his collaborators

I'm not sure if Vox ever does the big classical 

choral works but I enjoy singing them from time to 

time, but I really love the focus on music about 

creating a better world as we've been doing 

recently

We Are The Village Green Society

Classical

I would be happy to run any of the 

previous programs again (with the 

possibly exception of Everything 

Must Change, which is my least 

favourite collection by some way, 

though it does contain some 

fabulous songs) but I think it is 

important that we mix mainly new 

material with some repeats. It is 

valid of course to run the Virtual 

Vox material in a "real" setting but 

we must be careful not to repeat 

too much - both for the choir and 

our audiences. I think there was a 

folk-based program some time 

back - I would be interested in that. 

I am not generally interested in us 

doing the traditional Verdi etc 

repertoire.

I like the funky ones! Enjoyed TSDS; 

would like a story with a woman at the 

centre. On that theme - could you rework 

some (more) women’s work - hmm -

Annie Lennox; Peggy Seeger; Joan 

Armatrading; Tracy Chapman. Blues? But 

we, the choir, are who we are...I like 

klezmer, and some Arabic music too. 

women’s

I particularly like the themed programmes on important 

issues. My favourite concerts in the years since I joined Vox 

have been TSDS (of course), Freedom Song, Music on the Mind 

and, going back a bit, Songs of Exile. This last was before I 

joined the choir, I came to the concert as a punter and was 

both moved and impressed, so that's what made me want to 

join, and was sorry I’d missed being able to take part. But I got 

the opportunity later that year to take part in Songs of Spanish 

Exile in the church in Hampstead, which was great. I realise 

these themed programmes probably involve considerably 

more creative effort, so we can't expect to do them the whole 

time! And also we'd probably all become exhausted...

I would like to 

participate in a one-

week intensive 

choral workshop 

that may lead to a 

concert. More of 

Ben Okafor

I like being able to do new pieces which Harvey or 

Clara have composed.I value the way there's often a 

wider significance in the themes of the music. I'm 

happy to try anything!

Ooh, tricky question: Ona’s Flood? Requiem in Blue 

(tho’ I know that’s been reprised recently). New 

works… always receptive to new stuff from Harvey; just 

need to avoid the “too many words” Justin problem (!) 

if they work together; would love to do more early 

music, tho’ that’s better with chamber choir; any Bach, 

almost any Handel, Britten… would like a go at more 

recent stuff too, Tavener, Gorecki, Part

I loved singing Rachmaninov's Vespers, even though 

we made a hash of it - we weren't ready. But maybe 

we could do it now? I think we should occasionally do 

a classic choral work like Faure's Requiem. a few 

people have commented to me that they would enjoy 

this from time to time. The variety of genres that Vox 

takes on board is amazing. We just need to keep 

mixing it up, maybe in response to members' views.

I especially love challenging projects such as TSDS. Learning 

and performing the music really felt worthwhile and, anyway, I 

love Harvey's music. It is such a treat and an honour to have 

you writing music with us in mind, Harvey so please do keep 

doing it. Each new project is really inspiring – TSDS has 

definitely been the best so far – and keeps me coming back 

for more

Hope that TSDS happens again in a bigger venue. Did suggest 

2/3 nights in Wiltons to Harvey but probably lots of 

financial/realistic reasons why not possible.. Generally I'll 

happily go with the Vox musical direction as it seems to be. 

Eclectic excellence!

Early music

Keep going much as we do. I like having Harvey's 

music and him as a composer in the choir, and the 

arrangements of other music. Maybe an 

occasional piece from the classical choir 

repertoire. I still have a sense of defeat over 

Rachmaninoff's Vespers which we did imperfectly 

a long time ago, maybe nice to have another go.

Quite a few , The Village Green,Freedom Song, Summer is Icume n 

in, Lost and Found, Music on the Mind, Requiem in Blue, n in,Music

on the Mind, Lost and Found, Songs of Spanish Exile . ele

I especially love challenging projects such as TSDS. Learning and 

performing the music really felt worthwhile and, anyway, I love Harvey's 

music. It is such a treat and an honour to have you writing music with 

us in mind, Harvey so please do keep doing it. Each new project is really 

inspiring – TSDS has definitely been the best so far – and keeps me 

coming back for more
Yes....Village Green comes to mind,;I know it 

has been done before I joined but I would 

love to do Folk music concert,from all over 

the world.

I'd prefer to do more new works. I find it gets a 

bit boring if we repeat things that we've done 

before. Yes, I have sung some pieces twice, but 

some have even come around a third time 

during my time with the choir. New pieces keep 

us on our toes and offer a fresh programme to 

our audience. If I had to choose one piece I'd 

like to repeat it would be "A hum about mine 

ear". I love folk and jazz. So anything folky or 

jazzy would be great.

I'd prefer not to repeat 

anything ... Pieces with 

more sustained singing by 

the choir would be nice

I really enjoyed A Time to Mourn 

and a Time to Dance, the combined 

Harvey and Purcell concert, so 

combining old and new occasionally 

would be good. I'm very happy 

doing the new works on social 

issues too. They are important and 

get a strong audience response.

Classics such as Faure's 

Requiem.......

I’ll be very happy to keep on with 

the flow. I’ve not disliked 

anything we’ve done. I would 

like us to continue the focus on 

social justice, which I feel is so 

special to VOX.
A diversity 

is good. No 

suggestions

.

I like all the music we have performed in 

the last two years. Requiem in Blue, TSDS, 

Freedom Song and Everything Must 

Change, Spring into Summer. Music with a 

message!

More classical 

music, which I 

think works 

particularly well 

acoustically in St 

Luke.

Classic Choral 

works

Jazz and Swing type 

music.

Would love to do a bit more of the 

traditional classical choir repertoire 

(Handel, Bach, Vivaldi etc

My preferences would be more 

traditional pieces, but also keen 

to mix them with new music 

from Harvey, such as the Purcell 

2015, or Lost and Found.

Enjoyed ‘poppy’ pieces 

- eg The Kinks concert. 

Would be good to do 

more of this to mix 

things up

All genres

I've enjoyed almost everything in my first 6 

months! Especially TSDS - sometimes feel 

uncomfortable with how Christian/religious 

quite a lot of 'Everything Must Change' seems 

to be, and wonder if Vox has a C of E basis I'm 

unaware of. So, as a secular Jew that can feel a 

bit alienating. I'd love to sing Freedom Song one 

day, with the big choir. And more of Harvey's 

own compositions please... (no pressure) Also 

be nice to do some stuff that is just the choir, 

where you can really hear the harmonies, can 

sometimes feel like we are the backing band for 

the soloists (wonderful though they all are)

Freedom Song, 

singing with 

Lianne Carroll, 

Requiem in Blue

Question: Are there works we have sung in the past that 
you would like to do again? Are there new works you 
would like Vox to take on? Are there particular music 
genres you would like us to do more of?

3 key ideas from your replies

• We like doing new pieces

• There are pieces we have done before we would like to do 

again.

• We like doing a mix of stuff, classical, Brough and a diversity 

of styles

Anything you want to add?

You didn't ask if there was anything we didn't like 

(musically) - in the more recent Christmas concert 

programme I really can't be doing with the Christmas 

songs I categorise as American schmaltz, especially 

Have yourself a merry but also Rudolph and Winter 

Wonderland. There were fewer of these in the Bells of 

Paradise programme - my especial favourite in that 

was Sweet was the song the Virgin sung.

Can we do Freedom 

Song as Big Vox ( 

not just Chamber 

Choir) one day? 

Pleeeze

I would like to sing 

Rachmaninov Vespers 

again



How the Choir is run

• How helpful are rehearsals? 
• Could we improve the way they are run?
• How useful are the scores/audio aids? 
• Is there more we could do to make the music accessible? 
• Is the concert schedule comfortable for you – in particular are 2 concerts per 

term ok, or do you find this too demanding? 
• How well do you feel you know other choir members? Do we allow enough 

time for socialising?
• Could we do more/better? 
• How?

Audio aids and scores both great - I was able to 

rejoin TSDS after only 3 in person rehearsals 

this year. With unpredictable health issues and 

pandemic times they are wonderful

I can't read music so the audio aids are SO useful, but I spent the first 

few weeks not realising that I could isolate my part by listening through 

headphones and/or altering the left/right balance. I shared this with 

some of my section and they hadn't known this either - maybe this could 

be shared in some comms about how to get the most out of them? It 

really made a huge difference for me. Thank you for making them 

available, they’re amazing. I think the rehearsals are great. It's 

particularly helpful to know what we'll be focussing on in advance 

(though I appreciate this might be hard to plan). One thing I would like is 

some dedicated time for warming up, and a bit more focus on 

technique. I feel like there are 'easy wins' we could make with some 

guidance around e.g. diction, singing out and really ‘performing’. 

Sometimes I think we lack confidence and some more focussed work on 

technique might help this. I really like the kindness and patience with 

which Harvey conducts rehearsals, but maybe we would benefit from 

being pushed to hone things a bit more?

I think two concerts per term is two much. I'd 

much rather have longer to feel we were really 

getting to know the music, and then I'd be 

more ready to encourage my friends to come 

to the concerts. I think the scores and audio 

aids are great - though I do sometimes notice a 

few errors in the alto part recorded on the aids. 

Rehearsals - I can only really learn by hearing 

my part separate from all other parts. 

Rehearsals where the sop/alto line are played 

together on the piano really don't help me. I'm 

enjoying getting to know other choir members 

- I think tea breaks are a good way to do this

A bit more of, but still brief, voice warmup would be good. The audio 

aids are great, though I have to fiddle around with the balance to 

clearly hear my part dominant

Rehearsals are good though more sectionals would be useful for 

harder material. Audio Aids are brilliant - many people say they 

learn the music more by ear that from the dots on the page -

these recordings are a key Vox asset. I feel as though we are 

trying to do a bit much at the moment - and I am not keen if 

pieces run across terms. We are in danger of audience fatigue, 

even if the choir can keep up

Am loving the whole thing, many thanks to 

all - feel welcomed and cared for as a 

newish person. Sometimes in rehearsals you 

go too fast for me, expecting really sight 

reading, when I can barely read music. I 

hope to improve- had been told it would be 

feasible for my level, and it just about is! 

Audio aids are fantastic, thank you. Took me 

a while to realise needed to use 

headphones!

Yes rehearsals are definitely 

helpful. And I find both the 

scores and the audio aids 

essential. But yes, I do find two 

concerts per term too 

demanding, I'd much prefer a 

more gradual pace. I think 

socialising time is about right, 

we do need to allow enough 

time for singing!

Rehearsals are very helpful. Maybe an idea of which 

songs we'll be doing so we can focus on those with the 

audio aids beforehand. The scores and audio aids are 

essential. It helps to have Harvey/Christina talking 

about the context of the music. I find 2 concerts a term 

pretty challenging but happy with this. Being able to 

chat and meet other people in the choir is brilliant, 

lovely to be able to do this in person after "meeting" 

some people just on line with Virtual Vox. I think it's a 

crucial part of things

I find rehearsals much more helpful when we have 

sectionals. Singing altogether doesn't allow each part 

enough time. For a non sight reader, the audio aids 

are absolutely vital. I would have no hope without 

them, but the scores are necessary too as a guide. 2 

concerts a term seems a bit much in terms of learning 

the material, organising them and bringing in an 

audience. I'd rather have one major and hugely 

successful concert into which we can put all our 

energy. I don't feel I know other choir members at all, 

but I'd b loathe to give more time during rehearsals to 

socialising. The answer might be to have more 

gatherings outside rehearsal times

The audio aids are really helpful, particularly for those who 

aren't great at sight reading. I think they're vital to the success 

of our concerts, because some of the music is very difficult. I 

think there's enough time to socialise at rehearsals, though I 

was introduced to the choir through a day workshop, which 

was very social but also very useful for choir and potential 

new members alike. Could we put another one together some 

time? The concert schedule is demanding, but I manage to 

find time somehow! The individual can choose to leave one or 

two out if they can't manage

audio aids hugely helpful.2 

concerts per term too much 

for me

more 

socialising

I don't know people very well, but am getting there. I joined 

during the Virtual Vox period, so accept it will take time. I don't 

really want to spend more time socialising during choir practice 

as I come primarily to sing, but the time during the refreshment 

breaks is welcome. Concerts are fun and provide more 

opportunity for mixing with other members. Two a term seems 

fine, possibly a bit challenging if the material was all new. It's a 

pleasure to listen to and get to know the music, though so I'd 

probably enjoy the challenge! I wonder how we can maintain the 

audience numbers with six concerts a year. But if it has been 

working, then that's great. Maybe a few more sectional 

rehearsals would be good. I like the pace of that. I think the 

scores are definitely useful and appreciate the quality and 

appearance of them. The audio aids are very useful; I also like 

being able to hear all parts together as we had in TSDS and 

Everything Must Change. I love music with a serious message 

(not necessarily sombre, but meaningful)

Feel the choir doesn’t 

mix much

I think the management is amazing and 

would like you thank you all for the hard work 

and professionalism. I actually prefer not 

having a tea break but using the full 2 hours 

to rehearse. I don't come for the socialising. 

So I think i would prefer the socialising to be 

seperated from rehearsal - tea etc 

beforehand or to the pub after, and seperate

events. I think having sessionals to learn parts 

and then coming together again seems much 

more efficient than learning new bits all 

together. I dont find having 2 concerts a term 

too demanding. The audio aids are great for 

catching up if I've missed a rehearsal.

I don't like socialising. 

Happy to just come and 

sing

The audio aids are really helpful, the scores 

are both useful and also very beautiful which 

I appreciate. Two concerts a term feels great, 

plenty of momentum and focus. Rehearsals 

are well run, bit more formal/structured 

vocal warm up would be good

2 concerts a 

term quite 

demanding
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3 key ideas from your replies

• Audio aids are great

• 2 concerts a term is very demanding

• Mixed views on socialising

Anything you want to add?

I like it that there are occasional 

gatherings, I feel the social side is 

very important, well it is to me. BIG 

THANKYOU for organising a 

wonderful choir, I feel so grateful to 

be part of it.



Generally rehearsals are very helpful, both sectionals and full, and choir 

discipline is not too bad. Scores and audio aids very helpful… but I speak 

as an experienced reader; not sure how you could make it more 

accessible to non-readers. Concert schedule fine for me, tho’ I do have a 

tendency to disappear for the summer - sorry! Social time is fine for me, 

both teat breaks and about one event a term; I know some members well, 

others less well, but that’s to be expected, I think

Despite brilliant audio aids, I think we need more sectionals 

at the start of each project. Other than the warm-ups, we do 

very little to help people with their singing technique, 

breathing, pitch etc, and maybe more work on that would 

be helpful. Eg when we had the all-day workshops, singing 

acapella and in harmony, without music, just listening to 

each other, was incredibly helpful. Maybe we need to try to 

make less confident singers more confident by focusing on 

this sort of thing more. Two concerts every term would be 

too much, though it's ok if we are repeating work we know. 

But it takes a lot of organising - and selling enough tickets 

can be a challenge. We socialise well at rehearsals, but 

maybe we should set aside times to do other things 

together - eg the singing workshops, or a joint fund-raising 

event..........

Think the levels of Vox music resources are pretty 

amazing. Rehearsals are mostly very good but move 

on at pace and rely on members listening to audio aids 

in their own time to keep up/learn. Find the 'part' 

section breaks really useful towards the end of the 

learning period approaching gigs. Reliable PA for all 

'teachers' would really help - terrible St L's acoustics. 

Scores are great as they are and the audio aids are 

tremendously helpful for non readers. A real bonus. 2 

concerts per term is pushing it - but depends on the 

material. Socialising is down to the individuals I guess 

and not a lot of time in the 2 hour evening. Good that 

the tea/wine break is reinstated as everyone moves in 

to the 'is it over or not' Covid hinterland..

I do think that two concerts a 

term puts a lot of pressure on 

trying to sell the event to 

friends and family. Personally I 

would be happier with one a 

term with an occasional one 

off

Rehearsals, scores and 

audio aids all brilliant -

a tremendous effort by 

Harvey and others. Mini 

projects such as the 

prisoner letter writing 

help us to get to know 

each other better

I enjoy the rehearsals but feel we need to be more 

disciplined when learning the more difficult pieces. I find the 

scores and audio aides very useful. Sometimes it seems too 

much,specially if things going on in life clash with dates 

etc.Well enough, although there are only a small number I 

meet socially outside of choir and I already knew them from 

another choir. I think we should organize social get 

togethers more stringently....I don`t think lockdown has 

helped. Perhaps we could have a small sub commitee to 

arrange some social events..f

I like the rehearsals and find them helpful to learn the music. However, 

I'd like to sing more whole pieces/numbers during rehearsals. Too often 

we're repeating a couple of bars without getting a chance to hear the 

whole piece. I think we would benefit from singing a whole number 

without being interrupted. Of course, additionally we can focus on those 

bars that are particularly hard to sing. I's also encourage Harvey, 

Christina anyone who leads us to focus more on the links between pieces 

or between the soloists and the choir entrances. Too often we get given 

our starting note in rehearsal, but when it comes to the concert we're 

unable to find our note. The audio aids are very useful. I'm very happy 

with two concerts a term. I'd rather do two different concerts a term 

than working on just one piece provided the pieces stay roughly the 

length of previously performed pieces (i.e. anything longer than "The sun 

does shine" would need more rehearsal time). I know some people very 

well and some people not at all. Maybe we could reintroduce our "end of 

term" parties at St. Luke's possibly with giving people the chance to 

perform a song as solo. That was always great fun! A great way to show 

once talent and to mingle and get to know your fellow choir buddies 

better

The audio aids are great. 

Sessionals are really helpful. A 

mix of 1 and 2 concerts per 

term might be worth trying. 

The socialising arrangements 

are fine

All above seem good. I am cautious 

about singing in concerts after TSDS –

it’s the only time I have caught COVID 

and I'm not keen on catching it again.

udio ..really good and useful / Scores could provide more 

details on the Solo parts in order to understand better 

what they are doing / Mixed rehearsal groups could be 

fun /More time to socialise would be nice .. but perhaps 

not that practicalrhsps

The rehwaersals are very helpful, a mix of separate 

sections and all together works well. The scores are 

essential, and the audio aids are wonderful. Generally 2 

concerts are fine, although demanding. Maybe a mix of 2 

concerts some terms, but not all would work well, 

depending on how demanding the music is, or whether it 

is a repeat performance. I feel I have good connection 

with other Altos, but not with all the choir. The socialising 

at break time with wine or tea is really helpful,and should 

not be any shorter!

Two concerts per 

term is too 

demanding. Maybe 

6 concerts per year

I joined during virtual vox which I enjoyed. I think the music that vox sings is brilliant and so 

professional but I found the face to face rehearsals daunting and did not know anyone. I 

found the schedule demanding which is fair enough but when it came to the TSDS which I 

thought was amazing I decided I could not keep up with the pace, and did not know if I was 

good enough. There was a strange incident where another choir member accused me of 

taking choir money from the tea money when I was finding change for a five pound note. 

She was an established member and as a new member I did not feel welcome. Several 

people were standing with her and no one spoke up and challenged it. I was not sure how 

welcome I was as someone from outside although different choir members were friendly 

and thoughtful and tried to make me feel comfortable at the xmas concert. I had paid for 

the new term but after that incident decided that I will continue hopefully to come to the 

concerts they are really wonderful but that at the moment it is too far and too much of a 

commitment for me and I wasn't sure I really fitted in. A lot of people seemed to know 

each other. I loved the way Christina taught and hearing the soloists sing and Harvey's 

wonderful compositions. I found the concert schedule demanding as someone who can 

follow music but is not a musician and had not learnt any of the material before. The audio 

aids were good. Look forward to the concerts!

One concert per term will give 

people the chance to feel really 

confident with the music and be 

more relaxed - putting efforts into 

one larger performance maybe

All above really good. Now tea break 

reinstated we have time to catch-up
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3 key ideas from your replies

• Audio aids are great

• 2 concerts a term is very demanding

• Mixed views on socialising

Anything you want to add?

How the Choir is run

• How helpful are rehearsals? 
• Could we improve the way they are run?
• How useful are the scores/audio aids? 
• Is there more we could do to make the music accessible? 
• Is the concert schedule comfortable for you – in particular are 2 concerts per 

term ok, or do you find this too demanding? 
• How well do you feel you know other choir members? Do we allow enough 

time for socialising?
• Could we do more/better? 
• How?

Re the Chamber Choir issue. A possible (and constructive) way forward might 

be to help people consider how to develop their singing so the can, in time, 

become part of the Chamber Choir? Just a thought.



Good, though it feels as though we are generally 

publicising concerts quite late in the term. Ideally we 

should have publicity materials for the concert before the 

term even starts so we can sell it to members and 

audience in good time

Usually as helpful as it 

needs to be

I feel emails are clear and 

not too many. I also like that 

they are written with 

humour

I don't know what your 

communications strategy is

Excellent, best of all the 

organisations I'm 

involved with

Maybe an idea of which 

songs we might be 

rehearsing so we can focus 

on those with the audio 

aids beforehand

if we promote concerts in bigger 

venues, we might need to up the 

ante on external communications 

somewhat - social media, advertising, 

et

Maybe thinking what our external strategy should be, 

well in advance of a particular event. Eg some poeple

have asked whether there will be write-ups of TSDS in 

the Islington gazette or other media. Maybe we should 

have done more - but it's hard to know in advance how 

well something is going to work

Maybe have a set five minutes for notices and messages, ; 

either at beginning or end of rehearsal

We can get whats app groups started for 

choir parts and friends - would a VOX 

official whats app group be helpful?

Would be good to have more 

of a heads up on what’s 

coming in the next rehearsal, 

so people can focus their 

‘homework time’

Keep doing what you do! One thing is I'm not 

sure who to contact with questions - worry I 

pester Tricia who I got to know, but not really 

sure who to email

3 key ideas from your replies

• More information about what’s coming up

• More advance concert publicity

• Wider publicity

Anything you want to add?

I would find it helpful to receive the emails to forward on to 

friends about the concerts a bit sooner, so they get a bit more 

advance notice



Finance: subs and spending

I would like to suggest that there is a full choir fee £70 and a concession rate (e.g. £50) going 

forward. I feel that by saying people can speak to the front desk if they can't afford the fee we 

embarrass those who have to go up and ask and also we make it harder for ourselves to know 

what we have in the bank each term as we leave it up to each member to pay what they like. 

In my other choir we have a full fee £100 and a concession fee £50 applicable for those who 

earn less than £25.000 a year. I know we don't want to exclude everyone, but at the end of 

the day we're a business that can only exist if we make profit. By offering a concession fee we 

give those who earn less the chance to still be a part of the choir whilst avoiding that some 

people pay nothing and others who maybe entitled to pay less based on their earnings are 

made to pay the full fee as they can't bear the embarrassment to ask for a reduction. I also 

think that people should pay from the start of the term when they collect their scores and not 

as and when. This would mean our treasurer doesn't have to chase people for money and we 

have more money to work with at the start of the term. If I buy a loaf of bread I'll have to pay 

before I take it away. If I sign up to the gym I pay a monthly fee. That's just normal. I wouldn't 

go to the gym and pay less than the subscription fee split up over four months. They would 

cancel my membership with immediate effect if I suggested this I guess.

do we pay enough to those we do 

pay?

Anything you want to add?

One organisation I know asks those 

who can to pay towards free/cheap 

places for others. I would happily do 

that 



Enthusiasm and 

enjoyment - can't give 

more at the moment

I could help with social 

media/website/writing if this would 

be helpful

Been part of a community 

choir committee 

previously, I am a senior 

manager of a small charity

I have only answered no to the previous 

question because I am already a 

committee member......

Could make tea; can’t lug 

chairs. Life too demanding to 

do work outside rehearsal 

times. stuff outside

Time a bit tricky because of 

having to travel up and 

down but I can help in the 

kitchen beforehand.

Not saying… I’ve done my bit for 

choir committees in the past and 

am reluctant to take on 

responsibilities now. That sounds 

mean… but I am also absent for 

some of each season, so not 100% 

reliable!!

I think Vox makes 

use of most of 

mine!

Varied but not 

sure which are 

relevant. One 

attempt at 

rostrum 

design/supply 

didn't go 

anywhere!

You already make use of my copy-editing 

and proofreading skills with the 

programme although this has fallen off in 

recent times and would be more than 

happy to do more

Two hands, a pair of feet and a 

brain, and a lot of practice at 

working on a task with others!

I say yes, but am not always available, I do find yes 

and no questions difficult. Iwould just about be able 

to afford a moderate r but if I give up doing a market 

that may ise tions difficult. For instance, if I have to 

stop doing a marketI may not be aable to afford it. 

Quite good at decor etc, display, Have had bar 

experience.Sorry but I have no control over what is 

being printed here so hope it makes some sense.

Not sure, but I'm already 

Soprano Representative in 

my other choir and wouldn't 

be able to take any more 

volunteering work

Happy to 

help when I 

can. 

Nothing 

special to 

offer.

Due to old age and health 

cannot contribute more

Am not sure there are 

any particular gaps to 

fill. What do you wish 

you had more help 

with?
community 

development

I'm generally pragmatic and sociable. I 

have management experience and think 

I'm a reasonable organiser and good 

with numbers. I don't know that I have 

specific useful skills

At the moment I have a 

demanding paid job and a 

voluntary job too, so don't 

have time to do more than 

rehearse and sing at the 

concerts. When I retire, I 

would definitely be 

interested in helping (in 4 

years). I have a 

background in writing and 

content design

IT 

Knowledge

No skills that would be 

helpful as far as I know.

Not sure what use you can make of a 

psychoanalyst/potter/painter! But, if you 

wanted the social side of things to be 

developed a bit, help people get to know each 

other better I'd be happy to work with 

someone to organise a brief (fun) thing, say as 

an adjunct to a social gathering..

Right now I don't have 

capacity to volunteer 

more but this could 

change in the future

What could you do?

Anything you want to add?



Question: What should we have asked you that we didn’t?

How to improve diversity of choir 

membership- I think we need 

more focus on this though I 

understand it's not easy to do

I very much appreciate the 

choir’s political/ethical 

framework and its inclusiveness. 

Possibly people have 

disabilities/vulnerabilities that 

could be surfaced more, but your 

care is evident.

What is the best thing about Vox ?

I like the questions you have 

asked, in addition, you could 

have asked, whether we want to 

do 'Christmas' songs or 

something more culturally 

diverse and inclusive; 

What would you like to ask 

us?....because I'd like to hear 

from the composer, writer, 

soloists and chorus what they felt 

about TSDS? Thank you!

Many of your responses to this question fitted with earlier answers and we have shown them there. 

These 5 are outside of our question categories. Please add your comments and responses, and 

anything else you want to add.


